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Presenting Companies

16S Technologies  Origen.AI
2S Water Osperity
AdBm Technologies Perceptive Sensor Technologies
Blue Planet Energy PhDsoft Technology
Bluware Pluto Ground Technologies
C-Power Quidnet Energy
Cleargistix Sabre Autonomous Solutions
Czero Senslytics
DAMorphe SOTAOG
dataVediK Terradepth
DelfinSia Troposphere Monitoring
DV8 Energy Voyager
ecoSPEARS Wave9 Technology
Engage Mobilize Wsense
FLITE Material Sciences
Flutura Decision Sciences and Analytics
H2Sweet
Harber Coatings
HyBird
Jujotech
Lumin
Modvion
Nomad Proppant Services
Nubix
Onboard Dynamics
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Additional Companies Participating in Office Hours

ADL Completions
Alan AI
Cemvita Factory
DC3 Control
Equipcast
Frontier Deepwater Appraisal Solutions
Genesis Systems
iCPRs
Intrida
Jupiter Intelligence
Katz Water Technologies
MemComputing
MyPass Global
NatGasHub.com
Nesh
Operaid Software
Ouro Negro
Pandata Tech
PetroPixAI
PrioriAnalytica
ResFrac Corporation
Rocsole
Sky Canoe
Vita Inclinata Technologies